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‘they’re not making it [land] anymore’ – Mark Twain



Land and clean water
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Land for agriculture



Land for recreation and health



Land for housing



Land for tourism
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Double tourism revenue by growing tourism 
numbers from 3.2 - 4.5m by 2020 (DETI, 2010)



Land for aggregates



Land for Energy



Land and climate change



Land – a taken for granted asset

• Land provides the goods and services upon which society depends

• Land under pressure from increasing and often competing pressures and demands

• NI PfG aims to create ‘a vibrant economy which can transform society’

• Need to optimise the use of our land resource to deliver prosperity and well-being 
while ensuring this vital resource is maintained and enhanced. 

• More holistic, overarching vision required – overcome sectoral mentality

• Coordinated policy development and delivery

• Resolve land use conflicts





The Scottish Experience

“A Scotland where we fully recognise, understand 

and value the importance of our land resources, and 

where our plans and decisions about land use deliver 

improved and enduring benefits, enhancing the well-

being of our nation”
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Vision

“Land and landscapes managed to deliver
well-being and prosperity, respecting the
views of communities, groups and individuals,
striving for environmental excellence, and
taking advantage of the multiple functions of
land”
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• Cross-party support received

• Flagship policy of the new Department of Agriculture, 
Environment and Rural Affairs (DEARA)

• Complex policy to develop

• Good governance key, bottom-up participatory approach

• Draw on Scottish and RoI experience but tailored to NI 
circumstances

• Cross-sectoral and cross-Departmental input

• Raising the public consciousness around land-related matters



‘When land is degraded, its people and their 
prospects are degraded too’ (Monique Barbut)


